FINE CHAMPAGNE MAGAZINE
Charles Heidsieck: part of the 100 Best Champagne in 2015
Essi Avellan, Finnish Master of Wine and editor of the prestigious Fine Champagne Magazine released her
list of the “100 Best Champagnes for 2015”. The Maison Charles Heidsieck is proud to share the good
performance of its wines at this challenge where all its Cuvées have been ranked.
Charles Heidsieck Vintage Rosé 1999 is coming out extremely well and is voted #5 in the overall ranking.
In addition, Charles Heidsieck Rosé Reserve was named #1Best Non-Vintage Rosé.
For more information or full results from this year’s competition, visit http://thetastingbook.com/.

Sheer Perfection! Pale gold with silvery streaming bubbles, the nose is arresting with it stunning
freshness. Acacia
flowers, lemon blossom, sweet pastry/ baker shop aromas with hints of honey, crushed nuts and a
gentle whiff of
truffle. In the mouth this dances like a ballerina, effortlessly soaring, pirouetting, unconciously taking
the taster to the
limits of pleasure. The minerality surfs along the tingling wave of acidity buoyed up by the very fine
autolytic gush
keeping the tingle alive. The flavours mingle, change mingle again and again change. The depth of
this wine is
awesome. The finish is mind blowing. This is the best Champagne I have ever tasted. Sheer
Perfection! Pale gold with silvery streaming bubbles, the nose is arresting with it stunning freshness.
Acacia

ROSE VINTAGE 1999
ROSE RESERVE
The #5 Champagne
The #1 NV Rosé
flowers, lemon blossom, sweet pastry/ baker shop aromas with hints of honey, crushed nuts and a
gentle whiff of

Fine Champagne Magazine is the only international publication devoted to champagne and a renowned industry authority,
announced its list of the ‘100 best champagnes for 2015’. Almost 1000 champagnes were tasted over a 12 month period
culminating in five day blind tasting by some of the world’s foremost champagne specialists. Any champagne making it
to the Top 100 in the rigorous tasting of this editorial board can warmly be recommended.

